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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Travel demand estimation represents one of the main topics in transportation systems 
planning. In order to obtain accurate and correct estimates of current O-D travel demand and 
to forecast its variation, in literature a great deal of methods have been proposed based on  
different theoretical frameworks.  
These methodologies can be divided in two main groups: direct estimation methods and 
model estimation (indirect estimation methods). Both groups lead to travel demand estimates 
that are usually represented by means of the so-called Origin-Destination matrices (or tables).  
Methodologies belonging to the first group allow to estimate the current travel demand and 
are based on statistical techniques (usually regression methods) to extend to universe the data 
collected by sampling surveys.  
Model estimation approach allows to estimate both current and future demand by using a set 
of mathematical models whose functional structures have to be specified and calibrated. The 
most used travel demand models are based on the random utility theory.   
Both approaches need expensive and time consuming “ad hoc” disaggregate sampling 
surveys. Thus, in particular traffic studies the available budget for surveys and and/or the 
requested computational effort could be a strong constrain.  
To overtake these problems, great attention has been paid to novel O-D matrices estimation 
methods that use as input information cheap and easy to collect aggregate data. The most 
attractive of them are the traffic counts (TC) based methods that use the traffic flows observed 
on the transportation network links to reduce and/or eliminate the disaggregate data in the 
estimation procedures.  
Information provided with traffic counts can be used in direct or indirect way. Direct methods 
employ traffic counts to estimate, update and/or adjust O-D travel matrices (target matrices). 
Recently indirect methods have been proposed. They employ a set of TC to calibrate the 
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parameters of travel demand models to be used to estimate the O-D matrices (Cascetta and 
Russo, 1997; Cascetta, 2001; Ottomanelli, 2001).  
In literature the two approaches are always presented separately and sometimes with respect 
to small-test networks. In this paper their statistical performances and robustness are analysed 
and compared with reference to a middle sized urban area by using real data. An heuristic 
direct method for calibrating O-D matrices is presented and implemented. The results 
obtained by the different methods are compared and discussed.  
 

2 METHODOLOGY 
 
Let the road and transit networks be defined by means of a graph constituted by a set of n 
nodes N and a set of l links L. We define as centroids the nodes that are origin and destination 
of trips, so that di is the average amount of trips between the pair i=(o,d) where o is the origin 
of trip and d is the destination. We indicate with d the vector of the O-D travel demand (O-D 
matrix), made up of the elements di. 
Let fl be the traffic flow simulated by means of a traffic assignment model on the generic link 
l and  f the vector of the predicted link traffic flows fl; then we have: 

f = H d  (1) 

where H is the assignment matrix which is estimated by means of an assignment models.  
Let us assume to know the “true” O-D travel demand d. Because of different errors (due to 
modelling approximations, measurement errors, temporal variation of traffic flows etc) the 

observed link flow lf̂  differs from the simulated one fl by the so-called assignment error εl , 
that is: 

lε+= ll ff̂            (2) 

By considering both (1) and (2) we can write the relationship between the observed links flow 

vector f̂  and travel demand d: 

ε+= Hdf̂            (3) 
where εεεε is a vector of random residuals. The variance var(εl) can be obtained by means of 
experimental relationships. 
Equation (3) will be used in the following to describe the direct and indirect O-D traffic 
counts estimation based methods. 
In this work, two starting O-D matrices estimated by means of traditional methods have been 
considered: 

•  ODD = obtained by direct statistical estimation procedures  
•  ODM= estimated by a system of travel demand models  

These matrices have been calibrated with reference to the network of Salerno (a middle sized 
town of Southern Italy) by using a set of TC observed on the links of the considered networks 
(both car and transit networks) and different methods.  
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Four different method to obtain the starting O-D matrices have been considered: 
•  ODDF = direct estimation of the ODD matrices with traffic counts  
•  ODMF= direct estimation of the ODM matrices with traffic counts  
•  ODMC= indirect estimation of the O-D matrices by calibrating the demand models 

coefficients with traffic counts  
•  ODMCF= direct estimation of the matrices obtained by the ODMC method 

2.1 Direct estimation of O-D matrix with traffic counts: the multistep method 
The direct matrices calibration methods give an updated O-D matrice by combining a starting 
O-D matrices (target) with a set of TC.  
In this work we propose to employ the GLS (Generalised  Least Square Estimator) proposed 
by Cascetta (1984) in an heuristic method we have called Multistep procedure. 
The multistep method apply repeatedly the GLS estimator to the starting O-D matrix and it 
searches for the matrix that simulates (by means of the assignment model) the link traffic 
flows with the lowest deviation with respect to the observed ones. 
 
2.1.1 The GLS Estimator 
Let id̂  be a starting estimate of the travel demand for the i-th o-d pair. This estimate, apart 

from the estimation methods, differs from the “true” O-D vector by the unknown term θi : 

id̂ =di+θi           (4) 
Traffic counts can be efficiently used to reduce these errors and to obtain statistically better 
performances by means of the GLS estimator that is defined as: 
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where V and W are the variance and variance-covariance matrices of the random residuals 
vectors θθθθ and εεεε respectively.  
To reduce the complexity of the problem a simpler form of the estimator (5) can be written as: 
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An estimate d* obtained by solving problem (6) can be considered as the travel demand 
vector that minimize the sum of the square deviations (distances) with respect to both the 
starting estimate and the observed flows.  
Both the deviations are “weighted” by the respective variance terms of the residual terms. In 
this way, the worse is the starting estimate di (resp. fl) the less is its weight, so that the var(εi) 
(resp. var(fl)) is higher. The variance terms can be evaluated by considering the variation 
coefficients: 
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2.2 Indirect estimation of O-D matrix with traffic counts: NGLS estimator 
The indirect matrices calibration methods give an updated vector of the travel demand 
models coefficients by combining a starting estimate of the coefficents with a set of TC. Once 
the model coefficients have been calibrated then an updated O-D matrix can be estimated.  
The updated model leads to improved O-D matrices estimates (Ottomanelli, 2001). 
In this framework we assume a travel demand model as a relationship between the travel 
demand matrix (vector) and a vector of land-use attributes SE, a vector of transportation 
system attributes T and a vector of unknown model coefficients vector ββββ, that is: 
d = d(SE, T, ββββ)          (8) 
or, simply,  d = d(ββββ) for a given study area. 

Usually, estimates β̂  of the vector ββββ can be achieved by using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) 
approach by employing disaggregate data collected by sampling surveys.  

Since β̂  is an estimate of the “true” vector ββββ for each element we can assume that: 

iii
ˆ δββ +=            (9) 

where δi is a random residual error. Thus, given the stochastic equations  (3) and (9) we have: 

β̂ = ββββ + δδδδ 

( ) εβHdf +=ˆ  

As in the GLS O-D matrix estimator, we can improve the model coefficients calibration by 
defining and solving the following optimisation problem: 
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where S is the feasibility set for the solution; D and W are the variance-covariance matrices of 
the terms δδδδ 

  

 and εεεε 

  

  respectively.  
For practical applications equation (10) can be simplified by neglecting the covariance terms 
of D and W and a simpler formulation can be obtained: 
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Statistically, if the starting estimate β̂  is obtained by sampling surveys then the vector 

ββββ∗
 could be considered as a Generalized Least Square Estimator (NLGLS), conversely it 

could be assumed as a Bayesian estimator (Cascetta e Russo, 1997). 
The variance of the terms δi  (weight of the coefficient vectors difference) in the eq. (11) can 
be evaluated as: 
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As shown by Ottomanelli (2001), under correct assumptions on the weights of the residual 
terms, the NLGLS leads to good improvements in link flows estimation even if the starting 
estimate of the coefficients is quite inaccurate. 
A computer program has been developed to solve the problem (11). The inputs are the 
demand model, a starting estimate of ββββ and a set of TC. The outputs are the solution of the 
problem (11) and the O-D matrices for each transportation mode considered in the model.  
 
3 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS ON A REAL SIZED NETWORK 
 
The considered O-D matrix has dimension  63x63 (origins x destinations).  The road network 
graph is constituted by 526 nodes and 1147 links, while the transit network graph has 3072 
nodes and 5355 links (hyperpaths approach). The demand model was a classical four-steps 
model based on random utility theory with 45 coefficients to be calibrated. Comparisons have 
been performed by using mean average error (MAE) and mean square error (MSE) statistics. 
First, we compared the performances of the traditional demand estimation methods. The 
statistical performances of the SUE traffic assignment by using the O-D matrices without TC 
calibration were: 

Table 1 – Statistical performances of the link flow estimation by using the starting matrices  

 Car Network Transit Network 
 ODM ODD ODM ODD 

MAE 216,3 214,2 139,1 221,8 

MSE 75314,0 73401,5 41134,6 117348,5 
 
The performances of the traditional and TC based calibration procedures have been evaluated 
in term of capability of the O-D matrices to represent the link traffic flows. Thus, each 
matrices obtained from the different TC based methods have been assigned to the networks by 
means of a SUE traffic assignment model and the simulated link flows have been compared 
with the sets of the observed link flows. The comparisons has been carried out with respect to 
a hold-out sample (TC not used in the calibration procedures) and to a calibration link flows 
set (TC used in the calibration procedures). In the reported results five different sets of 
calibration TC that have been built by a random sampling applied to the whole TC set have 
been considered.  
Assignments have been conducted to both the car and transit network; for the sake of editing, 
in this paper only the car network will be taken into account and, consequently only the car 
mode matrix in the morning peak period.  
The O-D matrices have been updated by using the GLS estimator. The multistep method has 
been applied to the ODM, ODD ODMCF matrices yielding to an acceptable solution after six 
iterations. Three different values for the variance terms (weight) of the link flows have been 
here considered: 1, 10 and 50;  the weight of the demand vector differences in the eqn. (6) has 
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been assumed equal to 1.  Results obtained for the ODMF (correction with TC of ODM 
matrices) are shown in Tab. 1. 

Table 1. Statistical performances for the ODMF car network assignment (GLS-Multistep method) 
 (weight_f=1;  weight _d=1) 

 HOLD-OUT SAMPLE CALIBRATION FLOWS SET 
observed  
flows set #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

Starting MAE 200,2 277,7 205,3 233,9 237,0 221,0 198,6 219,5 211,3 210,4
MAE step1 245,1 235,0 223,3 215,1 243,7 94,3 103,0 106,2 108,5 106,1
MAE step2 250,9 240,4 228,8 203,1 240,2 66,4 73,3 88,0 90,5 102,7
MAE step3 253,9 266,3 226,7 187,9 252,2 58,6 70,6 89,8 84,2 87,2
MAE step4 251,5 246,7 232,3 200,1 249,8 60,8 60,8 84,6 89,8 103,2
MAE step5 259,3 247,1 232,5 196,1 254,1 59,2 70,1 77,5 78,0 86,4
MAE step6 273,2 267,1 236,8 198,3 248,7 58,7 64,1 85,8 90,7 78,0

Starting MSE  67681,9 111163,7 61583,1 87455,1 84306,3 77515,5 64972,7 79274,8 71811,8 72720,0
MSE step1 87206,2 77967,1 63627,7 65234,3 85609,0 16625,9 16437,4 19018,2 23486,1 20884,6
MSE step2 90151,0 91875,9 67907,2 59287,5 77805,5 9250,3 10140,9 15252,7 18222,5 20133,2
MSE step3 92249,1 115744,7 66516,9 48065,4 88780,1 8898,0 10863,0 15905,8 16960,8 14269,4
MSE step4 91374,9 100223,3 71535,0 56988,8 82868,1 9074,4 7815,6 15446,3 17429,6 20165,7
MSE step5 95721,9 99351,9 71367,7 53676,4 86377,3 8313,4 9779,4 11761,0 15204,7 15809,4
MSE step6 103144,9 113252,9 73371,5 57716,5 83873,2 9318,7 9164,1 15769,8 17761,5 13002,2

 
As it can be seen from Tab. 1, with respect to the hold-out-samples, the set #4 leads to 
improvement of the starting performance. The comparison with respect to all the TC sets used 
in the GLS-multistep procedure shows an improvement of the statistical performances (both 
MAE and MSE). In the following table are reported the results obtained with the ODMC 
method. In this case the NLGLS estimator described in the eq. (11) had been employed by 
considering Cvbeta=0.7 and Cvflows=0.001. 

Table 2. Statistical performances for the ODMC car network assignment (NLGLS) 
(Cvbeta=0.7 and Cvflows=0.001) 

 HOLD-OUT SAMPLE CALIBRATION FLOWS SET 
observed  
flows set #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

Starting MAE 200,2 277,7 205,3 233,9 237,0 221,0 198,6 219,5 211,3 210,4
Ending MAE  232,9 245.0 274,5 203,6 246,6 193,0 190.0 187,9 205,0 188,6

Starting MSE  67681,9 111163,7 61583,1 87455,1 84306,3 77515,5 64972,7 79274,8 71811,8 72720,0
Ending MSE  80111,6 88931.0 97493,6 54315,9 79791,8 51998,0 50121.0 51822,1 60012,9 50312,0

 
Also in this case better performances are obtained with respect to the calibration flows sets, 
while improvements with respect to the hold-out-samples are obtained with the sets #2 and 
#4. The ODMC has been calibrated with the GLS-multistep method and the obtained matrix 
ODMCF has been assigned to the network. The statistical performances are reported in the 
following table: 
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Table 3. Statistical performances for the ODMCF car network assignment  
(weight_f =1; weight_d=1) 

 HOLD-OUT SAMPLE CALIBRATION FLOWS SET 
observed  
flows set #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

Starting MAE 200,2 277,7 205,3 233,9 237,0 221,0 198,6 219,5 211,3 210,4
MAE step1 239,8 237,3 244,5 197,4 240,8 77,4 74,3 85,4 96,1 92,2
MAE step2 251,1 249,7 247,1 203,5 235,7 61,2 62,2 76,8 97,1 83,6
MAE step3 236,3 248,3 256,5 197,9 233,1 70,8 59,9 67,9 86,9 81,3
MAE step4 243,7 254,5 255,0 188,1 244,9 58,1 57,8 69,6 82,7 76,7
MAE step5 254,9 258,3 243,9 188,9 248,7 64,7 58,1 81,8 77,2 85,0
MAE step6 253,3 255,9 242,7 180,4 249,9 59,8 61,2 77,5 76,5 77,8

Starting MSE  67681,9 111163,7 61583,1 87455,1 84306,3 77515,5 64972,7 79274,8 71811,8 72720,0
MSE step1 86034,9 77860,8 77160,1 51658,6 83076,0 10484,4 10434,3 14735,8 18896,9 16999,8
MSE step2 91076,0 91414,3 78018,1 56705,0 77867,1 7866,0 9063,8 12412,5 19000,9 14258,6
MSE step3 85757,3 93296,9 85076,5 54566,6 73152,1 11012,0 8332,6 11120,6 17255,0 14039,2
MSE step4 87641,1 96990,1 84523,3 46303,9 79856,3 8980,5 8038,1 10882,2 16141,8 13340,5
MSE step5 91106,7 78180,4 78180,4 47222,4 79025,2 11010,8 8223,2 13509,5 14950,8 16162,6
MSE step6 89449,7 98902,7 78500,1 43341,2 82114,5 9968,0 8621,0 12549,7 15163,7 13845,3

 
This method is more effective than all the previous since we see better reduction of the  
performance indicator values at the same step and the lowest value of the MAE (TC set #4) 
To have a more comprehensive and summarised view of the analysis, for each method the 
average values of  the performances indicators computed with respect to the five TC sets have 
been considered and reported in the Table 4 both for car and transit networks. 

Table 4. Statistical performance indicators average values  

  Transit Network Car Network 

  MAE MSE MAE MSE 

 weights Hold out 
sample 

Calibration 
 flows set 

Hold out 
sample 

Calibration
 flows set weights Hold out 

sample 
Calibration 
 Flows set 

Hold out 
sample 

Calibration
 flows set 

ODD  209,0 222,9 101408,5 120857,1  226,1 210,7 77456,3 72231,9

ODM  154,0 134,2 48663,9 38944,2  230,8 212,2 82438,0 73259,0

ODDF weight_f=1 
weight _d=1 100,4 103,1 42344,3 27984,8 weight _f=10

weight _d=1 217,6 90,5 71236,0 18257,8

ODMF Cv_f=0,1 
Cv_d=1 97,8 100,5 23319,2 25682,6 weight_f=50

weight _d=1 213,5 97,1 67642,1 20444,4

ODMC Cv_f=0,1 
Cv_beta=0,7 123,2 131,3 25270,0 34241,1 Cv_f=0,001

cv_beta=0,7 239,4 193,6 77928,2 53536,3

ODMCF weight _f=1 
weight _d=1 118,9 126,8 38077,3 39881,3 weight _f=1

weight _d=1 232,0 85,1 75158,1 14310,2

 
As it can be seen ODMF method in the average performs better concerning both transit and 
car demand considering values obtained for hold out samples. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this work has been shown how TC based methods can be employed in different way to 
improve, adjust or update available O-D matrices. In general, all the methods lead to 
improvement of the starting simulation capability of the traffic assignment model. Obviously, 
the final performances depend on the quality of the starting matrix (on the available data, in 
general) and the effects of the weights, in this case, can be negative. The multistep methods 
based on GLS estimator show similar performances. The NGLS gives lower performances 
because of the stronger effects of the weight (see Ottomanelli, 2001). 
Better performances have been obtained for the transit network assignment. The obtained 
results are very  interesting also considering the size of the network. 
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